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ABSTRACT

Hard-X/soft gamma-rays are probes of the most powerful phenomena in the Universe. Unlike soft x-ray astro-
physics, this band has benefited less from the technological advancement due to the difficulty to absorb this
radiation and to the lack of focusing instrumentation. For these reasons the quest for innovative soft gamma-ray
instrumentation is pressing and their effective recognition and realization are urgent. In this context, and in the
framework of the AHEAD project, funded by the European Commission, the ASTENA experiment was proposed
as an innovative mission concept to face some of the most debated questions in hard X-/gamma-ray astronomy.
This effort will be done through the use of instruments based on groundbreaking technologies, capable of pro-
viding unprecedented broad energy passband in a wide field of view, high sensitivity observations and, at the
same time, sub-arcminute localization of gamma-ray sources and polarimetric measurement. In this paper we
describe the instruments on board ASTENA, the technologies involved, the performances achievable with their
exploitation and their level of readiness.

Keywords: hard X-/soft gamma-ray astronomy, Laue lenses, focussing instruments, position sensitive detectors,
silicon drift detectors, Cadmium Zinc Telluride.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hard X-/soft gamma-rays represent powerful exploration tools of the inner regions of most energetic and luminous
sources in the Universe which involve strong gravitational or electromagnetic fields, extreme temperatures and
speed of particles. In recent years, the request for more sophisticated and sensitive instrumentation has become
more urgent, pushed both from the modernization of the instrumentation for soft x-rays, which has been relatively
more fast with the advent of new detector technologies and multilayer optics, and mostly from the remarkable
progress which has been made on the development of gravitational wave detectors which led to the birth of
multi-messenger astrophysics.

Among the most important questions in high energy astrophysics, those related to the transient sky and to
nuclear astrophysics are the most challenging. Almost all cosmic X-ray sources are highly variable as a function
of time on very different time scales from fraction of seconds to years. Spectral and, possibly, imaging on a short
time scale are key capabilities in order to understand the physics of these sources. On the other hand, in order
to investigate on short time scale the flux variation of a source and/or its short-term spectral evolution, high
sensitivity instruments are required and, to this end, large effective areas and/or focusing power are required. On
the other side, nuclear astrophysics is observationally underdeveloped with respect to other fields and still based
on theoretical models. More sensitive observations are required in order to solve some questions. For instance,
the 511 keV emission from the galactic center is due to the annihilation e+/e−. Where do the positrons come
from? Is this 511 keV radiation originated from discrete and localizable sources?
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Figure 1. Rendering of the ASTENA mission concept which consists of two coaligned instruments: a Wide Field Monitor-
Imaging Spectrometer (WFM-IS) composed by a set of 12 identical cameras, and a Narrow Field Telescope (NFT) based
on a 20 m long focal length Laue lens.

We have conceived an experiment that provide large passband with wide field of view observations and high
sensitivity observations of finely localized sources. This mission concept has been named ASTENA (Advanced
Surveyor of Transient Events and of Nuclear Astrophysics). The ASTENA mission consists of two coaligned in-
struments with a symmetric layout, as can be seen in Fig 1. The first instrument is a Wide Field Monitor-Imaging
Spectrometer (WFM-IS), the second is the Narrow Field Telescope (NFT). The axes of the two instruments are
coaligned.

The concept mission ASTENA has been defined in this paper as an innovative mission as it is based on three
innovative technologies which will be a breakthrough for soft gamma-ray astronomy, allowing performance never
achieved so far. These innovative technologies are the following:

• the new concept, and not yet used in a space experiment, of a position sensitive detector based on pixels
made from bars of scintillator crystals coupled with Silicon Drift Detectors (SDDs). Such a configuration,
that will be described in Sect. 4, allows for the detection of photons in an unprecedented energy passband
(2 keV - 20 MeV), with a single compact and highly modular instrument. Such a modularity allows to
realize large area detectors with different geometries thus providing very high sensitivity in a wide Field of
View (FoV), ideal for a wide sky monitoring;

• an innovative Laue lens that can efficiently focus hard X-/soft gamma-rays within a Point Spread Function
(PSF) having a Half Power Diameter (HPD) of the order of 30 arcsec within a FoV of a few arcminutes,
ideal for deep observations of localized transients or for high-sensitivity monitoring of known sources. To
enable this focusing power we use bent crystals in transmission configuration;

• a focal plane detector for hard X-/soft gamma-rays exploiting the Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) solid
state detector technology with fine segmentation in both plane directions by using the drift strip detector
concept and providing coordinate identification of the order of a few hundreds microns. The interaction
depth (Z-coordinate value) can be inferred from the ratio between the signal collected by anodes and
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cathodes electrode strips, arranged perpendicularly to each other on the two different sides of the CZT
volume.

The basic form of the SDD was proposed in 19831 . In its basic form, it consisted of a volume of fully depleted
Silicon, in which an electric field with a strong component parallel to the surface drifts the electrons generated by
the absorption of ionising radiation towards a small sized collecting anode. They were proposed for the detection
of high energy charged particles and successfully applied for ground experiment (e.g. the ALICE experiment at
LHC2). SDD have been proposed for different space experiments in the stand-alone version (LOFT3 , STROBE-
X4), or coupled with bars of scintillator crystal to extend the working passband at hard-X rays (above 20/30 keV).
In the latter case, missions are under evaluation (THESEUS5 , e-ASTROGAM6) accepted (eXTP7) or already in
the implementation phase (HERMES8). For its innovative concept and flexible design, several layouts have been
proposed. Moreover, R&D in this field is dynamic as there is still room for innovation to improve performance.

The Laue lens technology has been proposed in the past with different configurations. The Gamma-Ray
Imager (GRI9) proposal consisted in a Laue lens coupled to a single-reflection multilayer coated concentrator.
While the latter was designed to cover the 50-200 keV passband, the Laue lens was proposed for the 200 – 900 keV
passband with the goal of reaching 1300 keV. The focal length of the order of 100 m was kept through a formation
flying configuration thus with two independent and finely aligned spacecraft. Balloon campaigns (CLAIRE10)
and laboratory experiments11,12 have demonstrated the feasibility of this technology and the performances of
both narrow and broad passband concentrators.

The gamma-ray detection technology based on CZT/CdTe semiconductor has been already used for the ISGRI
instrument13,14 based on CdTe, the low energy camera of the IBIS imager on board INTEGRAL. However, the
passband was limited to the range 15 – 250 keV due to the thickness of the crystals which was 2 mm. In the
ASTENA context several layers of CZT detector are stacked together and the so-called Photon Transverse Field
(PTF) illumination configuration will be exploited in which the photons enter the detector from the thickness of
the crystal and the drift field is perpendicular to the photon entrance direction. With this arrangement a more
thick detector is feasible and a high resolution three dimensional (3D) position sensitivity is achievable.

In this article we will describe these three innovative technologies providing details of their working principles,
by describing the adopted layout for the specific case of ASTENA and, particularly important, by discussing
their present technological readiness which is a crucial parameter in order to propose a mission for the next calls
in the national or international context.

2. AN INNOVATIVE DIFFRACTIVE OPTICS

Laue lenses have been proposed in the second half of the last century15–17 . Concept and science rationale have
been also widely described more recently18 . Since their first proposal, several efforts have been made in both
design and experimental validation. The essential elements of a Laue Lens are a large number of high-quality
crystals which must be correctly oriented to diffract the radiation in a narrow spectral range from a distant source
towards a focal plane detector positioned at a common focus behind the lens (see Fig. 2). Differently from the
well known x-ray optics based on grazing incidence and multilayers, which are operative up to 70/80 keV based on
Bragg diffraction in reflection configuration, Laue lenses use diffractive crystals in transmission configuration. As
a consequence of this, apart from a negligible projection effect, the total crystals surface contribute to the whole
concentrator area and their full thickness contribute to the diffraction process differently from the soft X-ray
optics in which the Bragg reflection involves less than 1 µm of the crystal thickness19 . Mosaic flat crystals have
been widely used in the past, including for the mentioned experiments on ground and on stratospheric balloons.
They have well known limitations. On the one side, the diffraction efficiency is, according to the dynamical
theory of diffraction20 , less than 50% of the incoming flux which limits the throughput of a diffractive optics.
On the other side, flat mosaic crystals provide a limited focusing power, as the shadow produced by each flat
mosaic crystal has the size of the crystal itself plus a mosaic defocusing21 which increases as the focal distance
increases. Curved crystals represent an alternative to mosaic flat crystals as they overcome the aforementioned
limits. Bent perfect crystals does not have the 50% reflectivity limitation and a bent crystal tile behaves as a
cylindrical concentrator thus its diffracted footprint is smaller than the cross section of the crystal itself.
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Figure 2. Laue lens concept. A set of crystals are properly oriented according to the Bragg law in order to commonly
focus the radiation on a position sensitive detector placed at the focal distance.

2.1 NFT layout and instrument requirements

The NFT optics consists of a Laue lens made with cylindrical bent Silicon Si(111) and Germanium Ge(111)
crystals with cross section 30 × 10 mm2; the longer dimension is the focusing direction. The crystals are
oriented and distributed in 43 concentric rings having inner and outer radii of 18 cm and 149 cm, respectively,
providing a total geometric area of 7 m2. The total number of crystals for covering such a collecting area is of
the order of 19500. The NFT has a focal length (FL) of 20 m. Taking into account the 5 m long rigid spacecraft
body, with the present industrial technologies, a 15 m extendable boom is feasible, therefore the mission can
be realised in a single spacecraft configuration. In the present configuration the expandable structure is folded
within the rigid cylindrical body that, at launch, holds the focal plane detector and the WFM-IS as well.

Several interesting questions are linked to the sub-MeV domain where the photons are rare. There are only
two way to face this limit: the most obvious is to extend the integration time but this would prevent to observe
short term source variations. The most compelling way is instead to extend as much as possible the effective area
of the instrument. This, together with the capability as a gamma-ray concentrator would lead to unprecedented
line and continuum sensitivity which are the main instrument requirements.

The expected sensitivity would lead to the discovery of several new sources of radiation, meaning that a
much better angular resolution with respect to non focusing imagers instruments is needed in order to avoid
the confusion limit. We have evaluated that an angular resolution of the order of 30” is reasonable and feasible
with a Laue lens optics. On the other side, due to the single reflection geometry, strong aberration effects are
present for off-axis sources, limiting the FoV. This effect is qualitatively shown in Fig. 3 in which one on-axis
source is simulated together with an off-axis source for different off-axis angles. We have estimated that, with
the present configuration of the Laue lens, the angular resolution is of the order of 30” within an achievable FoV
of ∼4 arcminutes.

2.2 Maturity of the Laue lens technology

Laue lenses offer the possibility of providing sub-arcminute angular resolution. However, this goal is not trivial
if flat crystals are used, as the angular resolution depends on both the crystal size and the Laue lens FL. For
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Figure 3. Simulated PSF of one on-axis source together with an off-axis source for different values of the off-axis angle
0.4, 0.8, 1.4 and 1.8 arcminutes. From simulations we evaluated that, with the present NFT configuration, the angular
resolution is 30” and the maximum off-axis angle with acceptable Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is ∼2”, providing a FoV
of 4”.

instance, flat crystals with cross section 1 × 1 cm2 and a 20 m FL corresponds to an angular resolving power
(αrp) of the order of 1.7 arcminutes which is comparable with that achievable with coded mask techniques (e.g.
for INTEGRAL/JEM-X, αrp ∼ 3 arcmin, for WFC/BeppoSAX, αrp ∼ 5 arcmin, for CZTI/AstroSAT, αrp ∼
8 arcmin). The smaller the crystals size or the longer the FL, the better the achievable αrp. However, a small
crystal size implies a large number of tiles, with increasing difficulties in the overall alignment. In the recent
past, within the R&D ”Laue project” (22) bent crystals have been introduced. Bent crystals can overcome this
limitation as their diffracted signal is smaller than the crystal cross section itself. Thanks to the bent crystals
a PSF comparable to NuSTAR ( 60” HPD, 18” FWHM) can be achieved or even better with a similar focal
length. Several efforts have been made for increasing the TRL of the Laue lenses in the last decade22,23 . In
the activity called TRILL (Technological Readiness Improvement for Laue Lenses)24 several efforts have been
put to maximize the throughput of the Laue lenses. Main goal was to identify the best crystals and the optimal
method to manufacture bent crystals. In particular, a repeatable method based on a lapping process on one of
the main surfaces have been set up in order to realize accurate bent perfect crystals. Regarding this aspect we
have reached a high maturity with a TRL of at least 4. Another important aspect was to find a reproducible
and reliable method for the assembly of a large number of crystal tiles in a reasonable short time, high accuracy
and with long term stability. Several efforts have been made in order to set at a common focus a large number
of crystals over a unique frame. The most obvious solution is to use some kind of adhesive. Unfortunately, every
adhesive suffers from a shrinkage process during or after the polymerization phase that unpredictably moves
the crystal and worsens the alignment accuracy, making the final PSF wider. Recently, new methods have been
proposed in order to set the crystals over a substrate without adhesives. These techniques are under evaluation
and test in order to increase the TRL of this process which is, at the moment, 3-4.

3. A CZT FOCAL PLANE DETECTOR WITH 3D CAPABILITY

The development of detectors in the field of the hard X-/ soft gamma-rays has provided in the last decades
different concepts that can be used as focal plane devices. Unfortunately, at the moment, none of them provides
simultaneous sub-millimetric spatial resolution for fine imaging, high resolution spectroscopy, polarimetric ca-
pability and high detection efficiency in the sub-MeV regime that imply a sizeable thickness. All these features
are needed for a breakthrough experiment in this energy band. In order to enable hard-X ray imaging and po-
larimetry, monolithic detectors must be discarded while pixelated or strip detectors represent a suitable solution.
However, the drawbacks are a more complex readout circuit and layout structure.

CZT drift strip detectors have a structure similar to the SDD introduced in the eighties1 . A number of drift
strips are interposed between contiguous anode readout strips on one side of the CZT volume. On the other side
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Figure 4. Rendering of the focal plane detector. Left: simplified scheme of a CZT spectrometer sensor with 3D spatial
resolution. A single detector consists of a CZT sensor with deposited anode and cathodes on the two opposite sides.
Right: the focal plane detector is made of a number of layers of detectors (4 in this example). Within each layer, in order
to realize a sufficiently wide area, 2 row of 12 detector each are stacked.

a planar cathode is present or, alternatively, a cathode structure segmented in strips is present with orientation
perpendicular to that of the anodes. The anode configuration allows for good spectroscopic performances as it
exploits the single-charge carrier collection in which the signal depends only on the electron, avoiding the effects
of charge loss due to the hole trapping.

3.1 Geometry and simulated performances

For the ASTENA NFT focal plane detector a multilayer Cadmium Zinc Telluride device is being considered.
Simulations have been made to evaluate the minimum detector cross section according to the FoV of the Laue
lens, to optimize the detector thickness in order to have a significant detection efficiency at the upper energy
threshold and to evaluate the minimum pixel size. In order to consider the whole set of parameters and variables
for this task, Monte-Carlo simulations through the MEGAlib software25 have been done. With MEGAlib, based
on Geant4, complex detector geometries can be realized and, through a library of physical interactions, the
amount of energy absorbed in the active volume, the number of photons which escape from the sensitive volume,
the fraction of photoelectric interaction with respect to the single or multiple Compton interactions can be
evaluated.

The detector geometry is presented in Fig. 4 where a single CZT detector and a stack of several detector units
are shown. A single detector consists of a CZT crystal with anodes electrode oriented in one direction on one
largest side and strips cathodes oriented in the perpendicular direction on the other side. Current technological
advancements allow to realize CZT wafers 5 mm thick with 20 × 30 mm2 cross section. Passive material like
printed circuit board of typical density, required to house ASICs and proximity electronics has been simulated.
The PCB is 1 mm thick and 10 mm large along two sides of the CZT crystal is considered in order to leave the
other two sides free. This allows to effectively stack several detectors in the so-called PTF (Photons Transverse
Field) configuration. From the signal acquired at the anodes, at the cathodes and from the ratio between them
is possible to evaluate the three coordinates of interaction with sub-millimetric accuracy.

As the thickness of the detector must be several mm, we investigated how the efficiency and the HPD of the
PSF depend on the depth of interaction. Indeed, the absorption of the radiation does not occur at its surface
or at a thin layer of the detector which is the case for the detectors used in soft x-ray astronomy. Instead, there
is a continuous deposit of energy along the detector thickness. The higher the photon energy to be absorbed,
the deeper the photons travel into the detector based on the absorption coefficient of the material. We evaluate
the depth of interaction for different monochromatic energies (70, 200, 511, and 700 keV) by simulating the
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Figure 5. Estimation of the percentage of enclosed photons along the detector thickness with respect to the total enclosed
photons (each point corresponds to a layer of 5 mm of active volume) for monochromatic photons with 70, 200, 511,
700 keV. In each graph is also shown the fraction of photons collected by progressively adding the contribution from each
layer of the detector.

photons impinging at the detector surface as if they were produced by N crystals radially positioned at the
corresponding ring of the Laue lens, therefore N is different for each considered energy, according to the energy-
radius relation. These crystals represent N sources of radiation directed towards the detector, instead of being
considered diffractive elements of a single infinitely distant source. According to experimental tests and taking
into account the size of the crystals, the generated source of radiation have rectangular profile in one direction
with 10 mm width and 0.6 mm FWHM in the focusing direction which takes into account for an equivalent
spread (de facto, the Darwin width) of 5-6 arcsec, as expected for perfect crystals. This simplification allows
us to speed-up the Monte-Carlo simulation as only the photons directed towards the detector were simulated
without the need to generate several photons from the astrophysical source which does not undergo the diffraction
process, thus does not contribute to the overall diffracted image.

An evaluation of the efficiency of interaction as a function of the detector thickness has been done in order to
optimize the detector thickness for the instrument energy passband. From Fig. 5, it is evident that low energy
photons are stopped in the first millimeters of the detector (0.0008% of the photons interact in the second layer
5 mm thick). Due to the limited cross section of the detector the fraction of photons that escape from the active
volume is 2.5% of the total incident photons. As long as the photon energy increases, the interaction depth
becomes less negligible. As can be observed, more than 80% of the interactions occur in the first 6 cm of active
material. For 700 keV photons the efficiency is of the order of 91%.

For the same energies, we evaluate the profile of the PSF along the detector thickness by determining the
fraction of the photons interacting in each detector layer. Through this tomography it is possibile to evaluate
how the HPD of the PSF depends on the depth of interaction. In Fig. 6 are reported the fraction of enclosed
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Figure 6. Estimation of the enclosed photons along the detector thickness for monochromatic photons with 70, 200, 511
and 700 keV, respectively.

photons for layers at different depths of the detector (each layer is 5 mm thick of active material) as well as
the same fraction by integrating over the whole detector thickness. As can be observed, for 70 keV photons the
interaction occurs in the first layer and the HPD is 22.7 arcsec. For 200 keV photons we evaluated an HPD of
25.8” in the first layer. At 500 keV the HPD in the first layer is 31” while for the whole detector we obtain
58”. This demonstrates that, in order to the best angular resolution with the NFT, a spatial reconstruction
capability along the depth of the detector is required. Further simulations are being performed to optimize the
spatial resolution in the depth direction.

3.2 Technological Readiness Level

Pixelated CZT and CdTe have been already used in different space-based experiments. CdTe (16384 units, 4
× 4 mm2 large, 2 mm thick) have been adopted in the ISGRI instrument on board INTEGRAL, with a total
detector area of ∼2600 cm2. Pixelated CZT crystals with 4 × 4 mm2 × 2 mm thick have been also used in the
burst alert telescope (BAT) on board SWIFT26 with a total area of ∼5240 cm2. Both ISGRI and BAT are direct
view devices exploiting the coded mask concept for enabling imaging up to 1 MeV and 150 keV, respectively.
The Cadmium–Zinc–Telluride Imager (CZTI) on board AstroSat27 is sensitive in the energy range 20–150 keV
employs an array of CZT detectors, each with 40 mm × 40 mm area, 5 mm thick. Each detector is further
spatially segmented in 256 pixels with a pitch of 2.5 mm. Above ∼ 150 keV the detection efficiency rapidly drops
due to the reduced crystal thickness.

The main limitation of such configuration of CZT/CdTe detectors is the large pixel size as focal plane detectors
need to have a very good spatial pixelization to ensure that the imaging performance satisfies the requirements on
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Figure 7. Working principle of the siswich detector system. Two Silicon Drift Detectors (SDDs) are coupled at both sides
of a scintillator crystal bars. Low energy photons (¡ 20-30 keV) are directly absorbed in the Silicon while higher energy
photons interact in the scintillator bar and the scintillation light is collected by the two SDDs. In this simplification, 7
crystal bars are visible.

angular resolution. Furthermore, the ineffective charge collection, especially for the holes, degrades the spectral
response. Instead, a very good spectral resolution is required to address astrophysical issues for which a clear
line identification is required.

In the last 15 years, several groups have focused their activity on the development of 3D CZT/CdTe with
spectroscopic and imaging capabilities with sub-millimetric pixel/voxel size and high detection efficiency. Dif-
ferent approaches have been followed. In the ASTRO-H experiment28 one layer of CdTe Double-sided Strip
Detector (CdTe-DSD) 0.75 mm thick and strip pitch of 250 µm provided an imaging area of 32 × 32 mm2.
Pixelated detectors provided the capability to operate as a 3D position sensitive spectrometer.29 Drift strip
detectors were developed at DTU Space in the 1990s30 . CZT drift strip detector (10 mm × 10 mm × 2.5 mm)
was characterized in the standard illumination configuration and in PTF. The PTF configuration provided a
higher efficiency in agreement with calculations. The depth sensing capabilities were tested with an inferred
resolution of 90 µm at 122 keV. With the use of CZT drift strip detectors (19.4 × 19.4 × 6 mm3)31 through
the PTF configuration was evaluated an energy resolution of 0.6% at 662 keV. CZT/CdTe (2-d) pixel detector
prototypes have been tested to evaluate their polarimetric performances up to 750 keV.32

4. THE ”SISWICH” CONFIGURATION FOR BROAD ENERGY PASSBAND
DETECTOR

The WFM-IS is an array of position sensitive detectors with cross section 43 × 42 cm, surmounted by two
dimensional coded mask at a distance of 70 cm from the detector. The pixelated position sensitive detector is
based on the so-called ”siswich” (silicon sandwich) configuration33 which has been proposed for several space
and ground experiments (e.g. 3, 7, 34). In Fig. 7 is shown the working principle of the siswich with a sketch
showing a limited number of 7 crystals. The basic element of a module is a bar made with a scintillator crystal.
The two extremes of the bar are coupled with SDDs for the read-out of the scintillation light, while the other
sides of the bar are wrapped with a light reflecting material conveying the scintillation light towards the SDDs.
The top-SDD which is facing the sky, representing the X-/gamma-ray entrance window, operates both as X-ray
detector for low energy X-ray photons interacting in the Silicon and as a read-out system of the scintillation
light produced in the scintillator bar from the interaction with gamma-ray radiation. The bottom-SDD operates
as a read-out system for the scintillators and as a discriminator for reducing the instrumental background. The
discrimination between energy losses in Si and CsI is based on the different shape of charge pulses.
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Figure 8. Left: estimated Point Source Location Accuracy (PSLA) at low energies for different values of the coded mask
pixel size (d) and mask-detector size (H). Right: estimated PSLA through the Compton kinematics by exploiting all
Compton events occurring in each of the 12 WFM-IS cameras.

4.1 Geometry proposed for ASTENA and performances

The WFM-IS consists of 12 identical units distributed around the NFT gamma-ray concentrator. Each unit is
made with 4 × 8 modules and each module is composed by 205 pixels. Each pixel is composed by a scintillator
crystal bar with regular hexagonal cross section (2.89 mm side resulting in an apothem of 2.5 mm) and 50 mm
long, coupled at both sides with SDDs. On the top side of the bar (the one facing the sky) a linear multi-anode
SDD is used. This provides a localization capability of the order of 1 arcmin in one direction. By orienting two
cameras at 90 degrees it is possible to achieve the 2D localization. On the bottom side the signal by each bar
is readout by hexagonal single anode SDDs whose role is to enable gamma-ray polarimetry through Compton
reconstruction. The hexagonal shape reduces azimuthal systematic effects as square pixels introduce a strong
asymmetry every 90 degrees while hexagon ones provide a more uniform response which is, however, affected by
a periodicity of 60 degrees.

Simulations have been performed in order to evaluate the localization accuracy for point sources in the energy
range below 30 keV as a function of the significance of the observed source, by considering different ratios between
coded mask pixel size and distance between mask and detector (Fig. 8 left). The localization accuracy has been
also estimated through Compton kinematic reconstruction in order to enable crude localization at energies in
which the WFM-IS is a full sky detector and the mask is fully transparent (Fig. 8 right). As can be observed a
localization accuracy of the order of 8-10 degrees can be achieved above 1 MeV. Further techniques for improving
the localization accuracy are being implemented, including the exploitation of the different count rate measured
by each camera, due to their different orientation with respect to the payload axis.

4.2 Technological maturity

The WFM-IS is based on the SDD and ASIC technologies that have been largely developed in the last 15
years within several R&D projects (XDXL - X-ray Detectors eXtra-Large, REDSoX - REsearch Drift for SOft
X-rays and REDSoX-2) by the collaborations between INAF, INFN, FBK (Fondazione Bruno Kessler) and the
Universities of Milano-Politecnico and Pavia. The design and manufacture of the SDD (INFN and FBK) has
been constantly improved allowing to develop and test SDDs, single or arrays, in different sizes and topologies.
Different families of ASIC have been designed (Universities of Milano-Politecnico and University of Pavia) and
tested. The LYRA ASIC consists of a single pre-amplifier on a small chip and the remaining circuits in a separated
chip while in the last version the ORION ASIC contains also an internal Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC)
for each channel. These layouts have been adopted for the design of detectors for space missions and mission-
concepts like HERMES, LOFT, eXTP, THESEUS, e-ASTROGAM, ALBATROS and now for the WFM-IS on
board ASTENA as well.
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These technologies have been further boosted by the Phase-A study of the THESEUS mission (and in par-
ticular for the XGIS instrument), recently re-submitted for ESA/M7. During the Phase-A a module of XGIS
has been realized by OHB-Italy in collaboration with ASI and INAF-OAS, supported by ESA. The module has
been tested before and after vacuum and thermal cycles. At the moment, it has been recognized that the ASIC
technology has reached the TRL of at least 4 while the SDD + CsI scintillator crystals have reached a TRL of 5.
Other scintillator materials are being investigated, including the Cerium-doped Gadolinium Aluminium Gallium
Garnet GAGG(Ce), already adopted for the HERMES nanosat constellation.

The linear SDD proposed for the top read-out of the WFM-IS has been already used for ground experiments
and tested for space application therefore a high TRL is already available. Concerning the bottom part of the
readout, hexagonal SDDs have been already realized by FBK therefore further R&D on this technology does
not represent a critical activity. On the other hand, the mechanical structure for the packaging of a module in
which SDDs and hexagonal scintillator bars are coupled has not been defined yet, therefore further activities are
required on this side.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the ASTENA mission concept with the special focus of describing the three
proposed technologies which are at the foundation of the two on-board instruments.

The first instrument consists of a wide field monitor with a broad energy passband and high sensitivity,
consequence of an effective area which is more than 10 times that of the XGIS instrument proposed for the
THESEUS mission. SImilarly to XGIS, the WFM-IS allows to perform imaging up to 150 keV by exploiting
the classical image reconstruction through coded aperture. Above 150 keV we plan to enable crude localization
capability outside the imaging FoV by exploiting Compton kinematic reconstruction as well as the differential
flux measured from each camera, as they are differently oriented with respect to the payload axis. Both methods
have been preliminary analysed through Monte-Carlo simulations and semi-analytical models with promising
results. The WFM-IS is based on the coupling between SDD and scintillator crystals. Such devices have already
a high TRL due to a long R&D activity performed in the last 15 years on both SDD and ASIC.

The second instrument is a narrow field telescope based on an innovative Laue lens made with perfect bent Si
and Ge crystals with optimized thickness. The use of the higher diffraction orders sensibly increases the overall
effective area. Laue lenses have been extensively studied in the last 10 years. Their technological readiness is
progressively increasing also thanks to the advent of new materials. The Laue lens needs a CZT detector finely
segmented in the three directions. In particular, thanks to the reconstruction in the z direction it will be possible
to minimize the HPD of the PSF, thus the NFT sensitivity and imaging capability. The depth resolution will also
enable gamma-ray polarimetry. R&D activity in this field is still ongoing in order to optimize the performance.

To conclude we remark that, thanks to the combination and synergy between a wide FoV, high sensitivity,
large passband, fast timing instrument with a hard X-ray concentrator capable of localizing sources with sub-
arcmin accuracy (never achieved before in this energy passband), ASTENA will be a powerful tool to enhance
our knowledge in the field of gamma-ray transient sky and in nuclear astrophysics.
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